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Abstract. The Goddard program of gamma ray burst studies is briefly reviewed. 

The past results, present status and future expectations are outlined regarding 

our endeavors using experiments on balloons, IMP-6 and -7, OGO-3, ISEE-1 and -3, 

He1ios-2, Solar Maximum Mission, the Einstein Observatory, Solar Polar and the 

Gamma Ray Observatory, and with the interplanetary gamma ray burst networks, to 
, 

which some of these spacecraft sensors contribute. Additional emphasis is 

given to the recent discovery of a new type of gamma ray transient, detected 

on 1979 March 5. 

1. Introduction 

Gamma ray burst observations. after sp.ven years of necessary delay since their 

discovery (Kleb£sade1 et al •• 1973), have proceeded from accidental detection to 

detailed phenomenOLogy. We at Goddard have been fortunate to have been involved 

in certain of the various high-resolution spectral, temporal and directional 

studies, outlined herein, that are finally contributing to a clearer picture of 

gamma ray transients. Gamma ray bursts now appear to form at least one if not 

several of a variety of possible transient classes, some if not most of which 

may be linked to neutron Rtar processes because of their spectral qualities. An 

extragalactic origin for at least one of these is def~nitely indicated, however. 

which is clearly distinct in its many unusual features. We believe that these 

results indicate the need for a great deal of future study. Some of the possible 

directions to future progress in this discipline are outlined. 

*An invited Review, presented at the Symposium and Workshop on Cosmic Gamma Ray 
Bursts, 26 November 1979, Toulouse, France 
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2. !Btl IU.!torica1 Pic tun 

the Coddard PYOlr .. be,an 1ft 1972 with the 1A1tiation of a balloon fli8ht 

project to .earch for cele.tial low-anerlY y-ray trandel! ta tben .. sw.cl to be 

.. ectad (roll dUtAllt .upenovae (Colaate, 1968) and \of- .uaht to be po.sible frOIl 

plactic pulaan, black hol .. and/or aourc .. of x-ray variability. We were alao 

then attempting to .earch tbroUlb our existina solar flare monitor recorda from 

OGO-l, -3 and -5 and IHP-6 to find any increaaes of no~ '.olar oripn that could 

be coaparecl witb data simultaneously collected with other spacecraft. these solar 

flare IIOllitora were instrumented for transients of tens of seconds to .everal 

ad.nutes duration, and, except for IMP-6, were not continuously monitored 

at all enarlY thresholds. Also, maIDetospheric variations of all characters were 

encountered in the Earth orbits of these satellites. The unpromia1ng result wa. 

that very few candida, .. transient events were found. As this prolram was beinl 

outlined at the Leece Conference on Supernovae and Supernova Remnants (Cline and 

Desai, 1973a), we beard of the Los Alamos discovery of lemma ray bursts (Klebeaadel 

et al., 1973). (In retrospect, liven the present status of the 1979 March 5 event, 

8upernova rf!llnants were not the wronl place to belin!) We lOon found that several 

of the Vela events of 1971-2 were amana our candidate list ad several .ore were 

abo concealed in tbe OGO/IMP data as well. Thus, our reports, confin1nl the 

validity of the Vels events and making the first spectral measurements of g ... -ray 

bursts, were circumstantially p~ssible immediately (Cline and Desai, 1973b; Cline 

et al., 1973). Unfortunately, there was no overlap on the OGO-l -3, -5 or IMP-6 

coverage throughout the 1964 to 1972 time period. However, one of the events in our 

candidate list that we had notified W. Wheaton and M. Ulmer about, that was also 

in the Vela lilft', was found in the 050-7 data. Because of the directionality of the 

050-7 telescope, this provided the first confirmation of a Vela-derived event 

direction (a fairly significant result at the time, given the nature of the trians-

" 
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ul.t1on 8ch... then employed usinl data from the Earth-orbitinl Vela space

craft) and it also extended the ranle of the spectral observations to the region 

from 20 to 100 keV (Wheaton et al., 1973). 

The IHP-7 satellite had been also instrumented with a much earlier desianed 

but slightly improved solar flare monitor, basically similar to the IMP-6 sensor. 

Within a few months this experiment produced additional spectral data on a number 

of events, all of which involved coarse energy resolution and time averaging 

so slow tl,at only all-event averages were obtained (Cline and Desai, 1975a). The 

intriguing result, nevertheless, was that the event-average spectra were all 

mutually similar and similar to the one high stattstical accuracy event spectrum 

obtained with Apollo-16 (Metzger et al., 1974; Trombka et al., 1974). As we can 

now infer, there is considerable second-order variability with time and there do 

p.ixst nuclear and annihilation lines in gamma-ray transient spectra (Mazets et al.; 

Teegarden and Cline; in these proceedings). The need for a second-generation study 

of the correlation of spectral similarity or variability with extent of line contri-

bution i~ now indicated. The OGO/IMP solar flare instrumentation prOVided neither 

the time structure information on the millisecond to second scale, useful for 

gamma ray bursts, nor additional directional results. However, the IMP-7 results 

in the 1973-1975 period were of sufficient sensitivity to extend the range of the 

size spectrum; this provided. evidence that the Vela turn-over was instrumental, 

and that the -1.5 index power law, expected from an undefinitely extended source 

volume, was not yet Violated (Cline and Desai, 1975). 

Our 1973 data. like all other observations of that time period, were 

accidentally obtained in the course of making other studies. However, the 

similarity of these phenomena to those contemplated in our initial transient 

program naturally prompted us to devote our full attention here. We presented 

an outline to NASA, attended and supported by W. D. Evans of LASL, indicating 

, 
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the lel_tifie value of sa- ray bunt Itudi .. and indicatiftl t~ no1\&vall

QUity of epace opportw1tiel; we IUaa .. tect that propoldl for 1.11 expert_ftea 

be cou1clend for interplanetary lpaeecraft of entirely d1ffertna eeientHic 

objeetiv .. act that alterations, for transient detection, of other expertmentl 

under development at the time be entertained. The modification of the GSFC 

cosmic ray experiment on 8eli08-2, GSFC-instrumented modifications of the Max 

Planck cosmic ray experiments on ISEE-l and -3, LASL-instrumented changes of the 

UC-Berke1ey experiment on ISEE-3,end changes in the UCSD experiment on HEAO-1 were 

eventually undertaken; also, LASL placed an experiment on Pioneer Venus Orbiter. 

The 1974 balloon flight of a large scintillator, planned earlier as a search 

for transient activity in the all-sky gamma ray flux, was undertaken. It showed 

variability, but indicated no events clearly identifiable as Vela-type bursts. 

The upper limit to the small-event size spectrum was also entirely consistent 

with an extrapolation of the -1.5 index power law portion of the Vela size spectrum. 

The following year we conducted the simultaneous exposure of two balloon-borne 

instruments, separated by several hundred miles in order to avoid strictly local 

effects of possible magnetospheric origin. To our knowledge, this was the only 

attempted and/or successful dual balloon flight of that kind: its resul~~ were too 

meagero. and required too much good fortune to justify continuing the same prog~4m. 

A wide variety of fluctuations were observed, but showed only an effect of 

temporally associated variations, and indicated none that were actually ~imu1taneous 

in time and outside statistically expected background fluctuations. Again, the 

small-event size spectrum upper limit was not inconsistent with a -1.5 index 

power law extrapolation (Cline et a1. t 1975b} A recent study with a more. 

sensitive detector (Fishman et a1., 1978) is the first suggestion of a small-event 

turn-over in the size spectru~ The need for continuing this kind of study is 



evident in terma of the po.sibility ~t a low-latitude or southern hemisphere 

expoeure .. y provide a plactic plane aniaotropy of small events. 

3. Helios-2 ObeeTYatlons 

At the time of the discovery of gamms-ray burets, it was apparent that the 
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opportunities were limited for obtaining high-resolution source positions by the 

triangulation technique with interplanetary probes. These could provide the very 

long base lines needed for great directional accuracy, but all journeying to the 

outer planets employ on-board power sources which generate intense gamma-ray 

backgrounds. The only then available benign platform was the solar orbiter 8elios-2. 

It CO\t1d be modified to include a small piggy-back instrument, added to the NASAl 

Goddard cosmic-ray detector, provided the weight was IllS 1 kg. An instrument capable 

of detecting and of measuring the profiles of the known variety of bursts was 

accordingly create~. Launched on 15 January 1976 into an orbit of 0.29 AU perihelion 

and 1 AU aphelion, it has worked for over 4 years. This instrument was the first to 

operate in space that was designed specifically to study cosmic gamma-ray bursts. 

It is also the first burst detector put into interplanetary space for the purpose 

of obtaining high-resolution burst source locations by use of its long baseline 

for time-of-flight source tri~ngulation. It is the only sensor yet flown that can 

detect events at a detector-to-Earth distance of IIIJ 2 AU; in fact, one event, in 

July 1977, was recorded at a distance of 1.98 AU. 

The 8e1ios-2 sensor is a 3.S-em by 1.9-em Cst crystal with a command-adjustable 

threshold usually set at ~lOO keV. Three commandable trigger modes are used in 

order to accommodate widely varying intensity risetimes, integrating for IIIJ 4, 31.25 

and 250 milliseconds. These are adjusted in flight at levels that are as sensitive 

as are commensurate with tolerablg background rates. (To date, only the 1979 Karch 

S event triggered the 4ms mode.) An occurrence of any trigger at a time defined 

as 'To' causes the count rates to be stored in three memodes on "" 4, 31 and 2S0 DIS 

time scales following To and to be held in three Circulating memories prior to To. 
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III th:l8 MIW_ J pracuraor infol'llatlon i. mada .vail_le. providilla contilluou 

tiM h:l8toriu throupout each avent. ... n.ult, tl_ h18tori .. of 128 aecona 

duretion with 0.25 .acoact re.olution, 16 .acond. with 31-_ ruolutlon ... 2 

aecoa4a with 4-_ ruolution .n provid.d, na.ted .bout the tr1uer tiM. Althouah 

the hilb-reaolution te.,ora1 definition i. obtainad for only a portion of a lona 

event. in pr.cti" f.t ti_ fluctuatlon. within th.t ti_ window em ba ic1antifhcl 

and coap.red with tha profil.. froll othar iWltruaent. to obt.in accur.te tia 

differencea. The Belioa-2 event triaaer ti_ initialize. the ' .... -r.y bUrlt ti_ 

hi. tory. The tr1l1er ti_ on tha apacecr.ft 18 determillad by bovinl tha around

receiv.cl time and .ubtractinl tha down-link photon travel ti_ .. dateraiDed froll 

.Wl-centared orbit calculation.. Tha accur.cy of thi. proca •• v.r1e. froll • few 

adlli.aconda to .ever.l tan. of ailliaaconda dependin, on Whether the .pacacraft, 

at the time of the evant, W., tran'mittinl elata or storinl it for later trAll.ai.don. 

The accuracy of the 8e1108-2 aammA ray burlt timinl proce •• h •• bean checked and 

calibratad often both with artiflcial (around-commandad) tr1laer. and by u.inl the 

event proflle roll modulation; in addition, the 5 March 1979 event itlelf provided 

the firlt n.turally occurrilla l-milliaecond calibr.tion,point for mutual canailtency. 

lbe firlt lix events were on 28 January, 22 March, 7 April and 19 April '1976, 

and on 10 Karch and 8 July 1977. Time profile compar1lon. with the Vel •• Yltea 

.re DOt capable of the accur.cy obt.ined with linear profile .ensor., dnCl tha 

Vela temporal profilel .re obtained on a time ba.e that expancla leometrically fro. 

16_ to l6lecondl. Thl1 li~tation lena rally relulted in- l~ma overall 

comparilon accuracy, when takinl 1nto account all effects. The 8eliol-2 time hiltory 

for the 1977 July event w •• obtained .t nearly 2 AU from the Earth, behind the Sun, 

and w.. read out later at a time when low bit-r.te telemetry WII beinl uaed; it. 

accur.cy il therefore Ie •• than the othera. 

The 28 January 1976 aamma-ray burat, the firat confirmed 8eliol-2 event. v .. 

• 110 ob.erved with the X-ray .ky Burve, instrument on the Ariel-, .atellite. 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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.... 11 .. rith V.la-SA ad -IA. 'fbi. c1rcu.t.ne. ucle po •• ibl •• lipifie.nt 

_uction ill the Ii .. of th. aoure. repon, aivinl the fir.t ' .... 11· aource fi.ld. 

fill .q. -ar •• (ellll •• tal., 1979a). Thb ar.a contain. neither ally .t.ady x-ray 

aOUl'Ce .. Ie_eel by RBAO-A nor ally previou.1y eatalolued "intereltina" objecte: 

»-ray. radio or infrared .ourcu, x-ray traDaienta, qu .. n. leyf.rtl, slobular 

cluaterl t flare .tan. pulaara. white dwarf. or hip eneI'I)' .. _-ray .ourc ... 

the louree r:1np of ~ of the other event. were l1m1t.cS by the detection or 

ablnce of detection, when it would have been pOldble, with OSO-8 and SAS-3 to 

above- or below- honlOll politions. The re.ult1DI lource nelda, shown in 1ilure 1, 

ara also .11 :1ncOlllut.nt with tbe directioDl of all known celestial x-ray objecte, 

x-ray bunten aDd biah-enerlY .. __ ray source re,iou. It was concluded that 

I ..... ray bur.t .ouree object. therefore fora a diltinct cl... from all lower 

eursy x-ray or Maher enersy y-r.., emitterl (Cline et al •• 1979b). 

Another result of the oblervations of thue events was that the intensiti .. 

and temporal profil .. aareeel over dlltal1cel of up to 0.7 AU, takins into account 

the projected width, I coI(90-e). of the wavefront. Thil oblervat1en ruled ·')ut 

nearby, 101ar Iystea ori&1n mode18 aIld the re1aUviitic dust srain model which 

preclicted narrow (_O.Ol-AU in extent) focusled beam. of Samma rays onlinatins 

within the diltant lolar IYltem (Grindlay and 1azio, 1974). Allo, the lource 

regiona, .. shown in "Sure 1. are not concentrated at low .. lactic latitude, 

cons18tent with earlier indications of the absence of an apparent galactic source 

distribution (Strong and Klebesade1, 1974). 

One curious result, however, was that the relatively small source position 

of the 76 January 28 event was consistent with that of a 20-minute gamma-ray 

transient on 10 June 1974, which exhibited line Itructure at 0.41, 1.79, 2.22 and 

5.95 MeV (Jacoblon et al., 1978). The inltru~nt field of view for that observation 
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la owr 2cf'vi .. , eo cUc the .. aoc1aUoa of the pz:II&-ray 11M t1'aui_C with 

til. pms "' bunc could be _Unly accidatal. llwavar in ratro.,.ct (

ellat va bow that .... ray bur.c. alao exhibit nucla.r and ann1hi1aUoa 11 ... 

• 

vitia the .... ndahift .. ill tbe be1100a traui_c), thi. acddaat ..... ill a ....... 

prophetic. It 1& ra .. oaabl. to ... u. that •• t cl ..... of aa--ray traui_t. 

an physically related both ill tens of the n.ce ••• ry raquir .... u of patr 

pl'Oductioa ill the .1.ctromasnatice11y d ..... ourc. rl,10nl .nd ill t.rms of the 

~20 plr Callt redah1ft, 81ven a neutron star nrilin procels. 

Several other .vents observed with Helios-2, allO detected ill 1977 with the 

Pr0lftOz-6 sate111t~provided additional lource location arci (Estulin et al., 1979), 

whlCh r.sulted ill positions of sliihtly improved quality to the 19;6-7 Belios-Vela 

sourc. fields. Alaill, no candidate sourc. objectl were within th.l •• 1'.... Oth.r 

1976-1977 &eliol-2 events were also det6cted with earth-orbiter8 includina the 

Solrad and HEAD 8atellites (unpublished). The late 1978-1979 Heli08-2 eventl were 

all ob8erved with the other spacecraft participating in the interplanetary gamma 

ray bur.t network: th .. e are discus8ed in the following sections. 

4. The 1979 March 5 Transient 

The interplanetary gamma ray burst lensor network waa completed when &.liol-2, 

l.unched in January 1976, and Pioneer Venus Orbiter, l.unched in May 1978, were 

accompanied in .pace by the launches of ISEE-3 and of Venera-ll and -12 in August 

1978. Following the detection of a number of typical gamma ray bursts throughout 

the autumn and winter of 1978-9, an unusual event was observed on March 5. In our 

IS!!-3 readouts, it immediately appeared to be so unusual that we .t Goddard 

wondered whether it misht be an in8trumental effect, until its detection was soon 

confirmed with other spacecraft. Some of the early timing data were not inconsistent 

with the pos8ibility of an unusually short solar flare transient, but correct tiadns 

detera1natlons soon proved this incorrect. By late April, it was appreciated that 

.. =:y 
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a ualqae11 uaco.a .... t had b .... ob •• rvad aacl that ita aourc:a cU.nctioa v .. 

eouiatat w1t1l the .,..mova n.lDt .. , iD tha U£, althoup .Iveral _n 

.at1aa of .fMC van .... \d.re4 blfoft V. vlra all rlady to .""ldt for pubUcaUoa 

tIM "'cl'lptloa of eM burat (CU .. It al •• l'eo) and of ita dirlction (Ivau 

It al.. 1980). ID our ducripUft paper va C1aiMd that Chi. Ivent v ... 0 atypical 

that it cou1cI DOt " claa.ifiad .. a sa- 1'&,,/ bur.t. and thl 10urCI location, lD 

anothlr plaxy, va •• 0 unexpected that thi. rault in itallf WI. eithar •• pact or 

al.a 1ndicatad tbat In entirely naw and inaxplicable phenomenon had been oblarvad. 

Tha overall pictura of the March S tranaient time h1atory 18 Ihown tn Flaure 2, 

illustrating tha io1tial high-intenalty ,pike and thl .Ublequent low-intensity 

0.cl1latlonl. Flgurl 3 abov. the dltalls of the ri.e to lntlnlity .. x1mua wIthin 

ona miUtaecond, tha extent and .hape of the initial pUlal, and the first 22 8-.aeond 

0lci11ationa arranald vertically to Ixhibit the pul,e atructure in the decay aode 

(Cline et al., 198Oa). The data illustrated In thesa figura, are fro. Goddard exped

mention 15£1-3 and Hellol-2; the ISEE-3 .cintillator, 8i.llar to that on He110s-2 

11 one of threl Goddard .enaor. on that spacecraft (Cline et a1., 1978). Thi8 

IYent Wal al80 ob.ervad with at 1e .. t eleven other detectors, includins the LASL 

lnatrument. on Pionelr Venul Orbiter, ISEE-3 and the Vela .yste. (Evans et al., 

1979), the Franch-Sovlet experimenta on Venara-11 and -12 (Barat et al., 1979), all 

of which are involved in the interplanetary network, two separate •• nsor. on Vlnera-11 

and -12 (MaZlt. et al., 1979). SAS-3 (G. Clark, pri. comm.) and HEAD-B (M. Wellskoph, 

pri. eo ... ). There i, no known conflict of .... ure~ent between any of these. 

The unuaual properties of the time hiltory of this event .rl It.ted as fol

lows. Fir.t, the maximum tntensity i. > .evlral x10-3 era c.-2sec-1• an unsure and 

probably miniaua valul due both to the unknown fluxe. below the ~ SO keY thr •• holda 

and to thl probl... of pula. pile-up Iffect. at thlll eneraie.. Th. inten.ity 

above about 100 keV i. thua at le .. t one order of magnitude sreater than that of any 

--ff .--' 
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_. 1'.., bunt oba.mel durlnl the t.n y.an of ... ntially continuoUi 

..ttodns with the V.la .Yltn (Xlab •• ad.l, ,ri. co.a.). Second, the 1'11. 

~ 11 ahort coaparad wlth the l-mill1l.coad temporal " •• olutlon c.pabll1tl .. 

t of the ISE£-C iDltru..nt: • two ordar of •• an1tud. lncr .... 1n 1 ••• than oa' 

r .UU. •• ccmd i:ap11.a • d .. con_tant of 1e .. than 200 llicro .. cond.. Thia 11 
~ 

about 100 tl ... ahort.r • char.cterl.tlc tim. th.n ,revioua1y .. asured bursts 

exhibited, or can be limited to. due to the lack of f.'t timina clrcuitry before 

1976. Third, tha hlah-intansity portlon 1_ exceptionally brief; with • ~ 120-

aillteacoad width, it ls ahorter than over 95 parcent of all aar1ier event. 

d.tected, althoup ai.11.r in extent to two or three low-intenaity aventa. Thi. 

lnltial pulee Ihape 11 ralular and lCOOth, with little modul.tion, unlike typical 

..... r.y buratl which are aenaral1y hlah1y atructured. 

The maximull flux occurs ,.. 20 1!IS after the <1 CIIec onset. After ~ 120 lIS 

there 11 .n .brupt transition to a decay portion of ~ 35 me time constant •. This 

feat decay from hish intenaity i, followed by a lonl, reaularly pulsina decay at 

• auch lower intensity. It il not known whether camma ray burata in aanera1 or 

tha epeci.l class of low inten.ity, narrov events .1'0 have this property since, 

relative to their maximum intensity, .uch a low level post-burst decay feature 

11 below detectability. This long duration decay pha.e contains a monotonic 

.ver.ge-intensity decay with. time constant of about 50 secends superimposed with 

a reaul.r pulsing character of 8 seconds perio~ Thil S-second feature maintains 

ita compound shape for over 20 cye1el: this clear per.iodicity hal never been 

lUll"ted in any other gamma ray tr.nsient. The great intensity, f.st rise time, 

narrow and featurele.s initi.l spike, and the regular> 22-interval S-second 

oscillation with its compound pulse shape all argue asainst its classification •• 

• typic.l g .... -r.y burlt (Cline et al., 1980). 

The spectral features of thil event are .lso of Ireve interest. Unfortunately 

the Goddard hilh-resolution Jer.aniuo I.mae-ray spectrometer on ISEE-3 (Tee lardeD 
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aM CliH, 1'101 t ..... roc •• lap) wu not uaable for the March 5 evaDt; 

howner, the r .. dta of the LWDarad aroup wlth Vanere-ll aDd -12 (MaRta et al •• 

19"; alao th ... Proceedtnp) provUe a raurkab1e a,actrua with a auell aca.,er 

than typlcal contiDUua and a .. 42o-keV llne. 'lbe continuua apectrua lD itaalf 

:I.e anodler atyplcal future of thb evant, unlike the uauel haret apactr .. with 

lta lSD-keV expoDantlal chara(terlatlc 1n the 100-400 keV reaion (Cline and Deaal, 

1975). The 42o-keV l1ne la an important feature of this event, but a. Ka.eca' other 

eventa (th .. e Proceedln~1Ddicate, and .. the ISEE-l hlah reanlutlon apectro.eter 

ruulu ahow (THprden anel Cllne, th .. e ProceecUnss), thb I1ne 11 now recoplleel 

u not only ftOt atypical but more likely an expecteel component ln lIOat ..... ray 

tranalenca. Another unique contribution of the Leninarael aroup 11 the deCectloD 

of thr .. aclcllt10ul , .. 11 tranaienta, observed with Venera-ll anel -12, foUowina 

the March 5 wat by 1IID.6, 29 and SO elay. elelay. The iDCeneitt .. were .. 3, 1 anel 

0.5 percent that of the peak March 5 tRtenaity, re.pectively (Co1enet.ki1 et a1., 1979). 

A ftrJ roup tnverae proportional1ty ia evielent 1D that the ar.ater the relative 

cla1ay fro. on. event to the Dext the .lNller the relative :LIlteDaity. the iDtenaity 

profU .. of the.e are aenerally wider than that of the iDittel March 5 apike, but, 

et up to 1 aeCOD4 wide, they are DOre aianar to 1t thAll to typical, Vela-ty,a 

..--ray burata. The 4irecUo_ a. deduced frOll Venera-ll and -12 data alone ara 

condetnt with that of the ~larch S evant. Only ona of the .. bur.ta w .. ob.arved 

wlth only Hal10a-2 in the aa~ ray network, however, aiven their aequential 

and temporal connection to the Karch 5 event, and aiven thlt the initial Karch 6 

event error box of aeveral square ~elreel i. conalstent wlth that for the Karch S 

event, the supposition of their r.ommon source aeems assured. Thi. result 1. another 

curious property af the March S event: no gamma-ray bur.ts prior to 1979 have ever 

been ahown to oriainat. from a common lource, although one more series of three 

event. in e.rly 1979 va. also found to be consistent with havina a 81nale source 

direction (Mazeta et a1., 1979). 

uttlGlNAL PA~EJ: 
gF pOOR QU~j,"· 
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!ha eourea diractiOn of tIla Mareh 5 trauint il that of 1.9, a va11-

..... aupalllOYa ~t 1a tIla Lar. Hap11aic Cloud (lvaal at al.. 1910). 

'Ib1a "urea idaaUficatloa 18 tha fint .ucc ... fu1 application of tha hip 

directional ruoluttoa obtainable with tha intarplanatary ..... ray burlt nat

work (I .. 'iaura 4). !be diltanca to I" i. 55 kpc. ovar tw~ ordara of malRlcuda 

ar .. tar ~an tIla diltanca of typical aAmma ray bur.t. a •• UDed from their i,otoplc 

lourca dlltributlon and from considerationa of photon ,a1f ab.orptlon in tha 

hiah da .. lty r.a1on near the louree (Cavallo and Ree •• 1975; Schmidt, 1978). 

AlIo, tha March 5 tra .. ient 11, by at laut a factor of 10, the moat int .... 

avent Oblatvad; thuI, tha abloluta louree intensity would be > 105 at areat .. 

what w .. axpectad, 1.a •• batween aeveral x 1044 and 1045 81'S .. e -1 at peak intenlity. 

the praaenca of a claarly id.ntifiabla aourci candidat. object within aeveral teo. 

of lacon" of arc from the lOurc:e field center, unlike the case for typical &&am&

ray bura~and the requir .... t of an intrin.ic aourca intensity that i, a areat 

factor hllbar than pravloualy a •• umed po •• ibla ara two more unique properties of 

thia avant, ln addltloa to tha d .. crlptlva feature. that are amply atypical in 

tIl .. el"... Althoup ona po.libla approach 11 to diemi .. the N49 location aa a 

(blably unlikely) coincidenca, our po,ition ha, been and i, to IUI,.st that all 

th .. e featur .. mutually reinforce the need for a unique interpretation with N49 

allouree (Cline, 1980). 

Claarly, if the interplanetary network had not created 1n t1me to detuct this 

once-per-decade avent, a lower re.olution .ource field of perhap •• everal square 

decree, (.uch •• from the Leninsrad lenlorl On the Venera. or from the Vela 

network) would not have provided the link to N49. Given that the spectrum contains 

a feature ~h4t ~an be identified :~ ~ ~nlh11ation line with the red_hift 

appropriate for a neutron star, .. do also .everal typical gamma ray burstM (Mazlts 

et al. i Teeprden and Clinei these Pr')cedings) the distinction 1& that this event 
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cal be associated with a supernova ruaant, rather than an isolated neutron 

.tar. the density of bare neutron stars has been estimated to be considerable 

(Oatriker et al., 1970) and these objects may ultimately therefore be foun~ to 

relate to typical g8lllll& ray bursts. If N49, within the L~!C, is the source of the 

March 5 event. why is· there not an event distribution containing even brighter, 

similar transients from closer objects within our galaxy and extending to include 

hundreds DIOre that would be above detectable thresholds within the last few years? 

(Even if the event originated from a relatively nearby object, one would expect 

that the size spectrum would contain more than the three "fast" Vela events cata-

logued in tne last decade (Klebesadel, p!i. comm.) that are of < 0.3 second 

duration). Both these anomalies can be made to fit the construct that a supernova 

remnant can produce a transient of the March 5 class apprOximately once, or rarely, 

if ever, during its lifetime. Then the rate of occurr~ce of these events is the 

Slme as the rate of occurrence of supernova, and the detection of only one'in 

ten years from our galaxy and its satellites is entirely self consistent. This 

assumption can be verified with the large-area MSFC sensor to be flown on the 

Gamma Ray Observatory, which is of adequate sensitivity to detect similar short-

duration events from the Virgo supercluster (Fishman et al., these Proceedings). 

One conceivable explanation within this framework is to assume that after 

sufficient time has elapsed for the condensed object to catch up to its remnant 

shell, wldch cannot have slowed down sufficiently. for this to occur until it is 

4 'relatively' old (N49 is perhaps> 10 years; Mathewson and Clarke, 1975), then 

the density of matter becomes adequate to permit gradual accretion to significant 

proportions for an internal transition in the neutron star to be ultimately 

required. Consistent with this suggestion is the amount of mass-energy in the 

March 5 event at N49, given reasonable assumptions as to the conversion efficiency 

factor, the density of matter in the shell and the matter accumulation time 

(R. Mushotzky anc P. Meszaros, pri. comm). Another consistent feature is that the 
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tt.. constant for dissipation of internal, aravitational energy in a neutron 

star of 1.4 ~ i. be~een 80 and 200 milliseconds (Thorne, 1969; Detweiler, 1975). 

entirely cona:J.stent with the intense portion of the !-farch 5 event. Details 

of these and oth~r speculations need specific attention before any model for the 

source process can be considered to be an explanation, but their consistency aids the 

hypothesis of a distinction between typical gamma ray bursts from presumed nearby 

so\!rces and transients from distant supernova remnants. 

Considering the physical properties of the observable surface of the emission, 

rather than the parent emission process within, recent calculations by Ramaty and 

coworkers (previewed in these Proceedings) indicate that the self-absorption in 

the incredibly high photon density near the source is not only consistent with 

the inferred intrinsic intensity but in fact both requires the presence of an 

annihilation line and fits the obser~ed shapes of the red-shifted line component 

and the high-intensity continuum radiation. Given these results, and a release 

from the suppoeition that the source intensity cannot fit the 55 kpc distance to 

N49, we are no longer constrained to consider the N49 source identification as 

unlIkely, at the least. In fact, several other correlations can be inferred. For 

example,the iron gamma ray line observed in the 1978 November 19 gamma ray burst 

(Teegarden and Cline, 1980) could not have been detected in the March 5 event since 

the photon atmosphere above the neutron star in this case is too thick. This 

result gives hints of what the phenomenology of gamma ray spectroscopy in gamma ray 

transients may promise, considering the variety of recent data outlined at this 

meeting and recalling the anomalous slow event of 10 June 1974 (Jacobson et al., 1978). 

5. High Directional Resolution Studies 

Several gamma-ray bursts that have been detected with the interplanetary 

gamma-ray burst network, in addition to the unusual ~~rch 5 transient, have source 

directions that are being currently determined to high precision. It is outside the 

" 
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HOpe of th1a paper t reprdinl the CodaI'd prolram, to report on the f1adiDp 

of the network consortium; these results are being published by the combined 

csre. LASL, eEas and SRI authorships. It is expected that so_ of the initial 

reports will be in print approximately in parallel with these Proceed1n&s, inclu

ding a source field for the 1979 March 5 transient of area less than 3 percent that 

originally defined, and, it is hoped, the definitive studies of the 19 and 24 

November 1978, 13 January, 14 April and 25 May 1979 events. At the ti_ of 

writing, none of the higb-precision ($ 5-arc minute) source fields have yet been 

associated with candidate (point) source objects. In fact, the first gamma-ray 

burst source region to be accurately located, that of 19 November 1978, has 

recently been optically scrutinized,as has that of the N49 region (Fishman et al., 

these Proceedings). They report that no objects other than main-sequence and 

therefore uninteresting stars have been found in the November 19 field, and that 

the stars in the March 5 field are also at the distance of the LMC. It is also 

the case that our computerized searches through catalogs of the source locations 

of ~ray transients, pulsars, supernova remnants, or other possible candidates 

have produced no success, as yet, for the 1978-9 events of typical burst character. 

The Einstein Observatory (HEAO-B) is presently in orbit, functioning as the 
r 

first high-sensitivity, high-resolution focussing x-ray telescope in history; 

this observatory is progra~~~ble to study sources of interest to arc-second reso1u-

tion, and has the sensitivity to observe sources many orders of magnitude weaker 

than previously discernible. A guest investigator program exists to acc~mmodate 

research projects of a variety of purposes, in complete analogy to those of tra-

ditional, ground-based astronomical observations. Our consortium proposal 

to survey the source regions of accurately located gamma ray bursts was recently 

accepted. The consortium members are presently determining the maximum number of 

high-precision source fields for scheduling in that program before the orbit 
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of thia object was routin.ly carried out within one month of th. March 5 tranaient 

(Belfand and Lona. 1979; also. see 118ure 4). It 1e planned to o'bserv. this 

reaion at least once more so as to investigate the possibility of any ... unable 

effect of the blast wave on the shell structure, or to investigate whether some 

other clue in this mystery may be detectable. 

The gamma ray burst network, it is hoped, will ultimately provide several 

tens of accurately triangulated source fie1ds,a.s well as many time histories, 

spectra and related measurab1es. At the time of writing, the Goddard sensors 

include a small ISEE-l solid-state (Cd-Te) array, a Goddard-~~I~ryland ISEE-3 

scintillator sensor (also. see Teegarden's paper on these Proceedings for the 

ISEE-3 Goddard high-resolution germanium y-ray spectrometer report), and the 

Helios-2 solar orbiter scintillator sensor. Recently, the Solar Maximum Mission 

spacecraft was successfully launched. This satellite includes another Goddard 

gamma-ray burst sensor, but with continuous, high-temporal resolution gamma-ray 

transient sensitivity; it will therefore augment the interplanetary network with 

another near-Earth vertex. (In addition. if a burst source is near the sun's direction, 

a high temporal resolution spectroscopic study of the burst will he made in the 

collimated, memory-store, "solar flare" mode of operation. This occurrence may 

not be unlikely: an OSO experiment (lfueaton et a1., 1973) and the HEAO-A y-ray 

experiment (F. Knight and J. ~~tteson, pri. comm.) each detected one event within 

their collimated field of view). The continuous, high time resolution background 

monitoring may also make possible a search for more transient y-ray anomalies, 

such as the 20-minute effect observed with a balloon flight in 1974 (Jacobson et al., 

1978) • 

The next planned interplanetary network of gamma ray burst sensors designed 

to explore both cosmic transients and solar variations is the International Solar 
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lolar H1aa101l. The Cocldan/U. of CaU.fornta .ensor on the NASA .pacecraft 

84 the 'foulouae/Hax-Planck •• neor on the KSA spacecraft wUl be placed 

.... ral astronomical unit. of dtstance apart, above and below the ecliptic 

plane, 80 aa to trianJUlate burst source directions and study solar flare x-ray 

directiv1ties and anisotrop!es in detail. Another, near-Earth sensor will be 

needed to complete the system; depending on the chronology, the Gamma Ray Observatory 

(CRO) or other spacecraft may fill this role. The expected resolution is slightly 

superior to the best that the present network can provide: a 3-AU x 2-AU x 2-AU 

triangle with 5 udllisecond temporal resolution would improve on the existing 

ne~ork by up to a !acto~ of ten in direction resolution. In addition, if GRO 

is Simultaneously functional, then the additional advantage occurs of providing 

source positions for transients that are studied with high spectroscopic resolu-

tion by GRO. 

6. High Spectroscopic Resolution Studies 

At the present time, the 42o-keV feature in the }~rch 1979 transient (}~zets. 

these Proceedings). the similar feature and the nuclear iron line in the November 

1979 burst (Teegarden and Cline, these Proceedings) and the family of lines with 

similar redshifts in the slow transient of June 10, 1914 (Jacobson et al., 1978) 

indicate that these three distinctly different kinds of gamma ray transients may 

each originate in neutron star processes. The possibilities for continued obser

vation of the spectral details of gamma ray transients are still prOmising, despite 

the malfunction of the high resolution ISEE-3 burst spectrometer. The Venera-II 

and -12 sensors (E. Mazets, Leningrad, principal investigator) are still functioning, 

and both the SMM flare experiment (K. Frost. Goddard, principal investigator) and 

the HEAO-C gamma ray spectroreeter (A. Jacobson. JPL, principal investigator) have 

been recently launched. In addition, a large area, high resolution gamma ray 
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-.pectro_t.r bu b •••• 1'ct.d for the ea .. la, Ob.ervatory. Tbis .xped._ftt 

flU I •• colleborative .ffortbetHen the Ualverait, of CaUfonia at San Di • ., 

(L. ,.t .... on. prillcipal iIlveatiaator). JPL, Goddard, CISR-Toulous •• CBH-Saclay 

ancl B.ll Laboratori.a/Sendia Corporation. Althouah it also ls a collimated 

telescope, llke the HEAo-C and SMH sensors, its sensitivity and resolution, coupled 

vith a larae memory for high countina rate capabilities, aive it truly,second

llneratioft experiment atatus for study of the samma ray transients that happen 

to bave source direction in its comparatively vide field of view. The uncoll1mated 

lara8 area experiment on the same .pacecraft (J. Fishman, MSFC, principal 

iavestiaator) will provide both coarse directional resolution for all-sky viewina 

and additional countina rate capability to complement the UCSD spectrometer, as 

well as additional medium resolution spectral capabilities and extended, small 

event sensitivity (see Fishman, these Proceedings). The total complement of all 

theae experiments should provide continuing and improved gamma ray transient 

measurements and, of course, may yield additional unexpected results as well. 

However, like so many of the experiments of the early 1970's, except for the MSFC 

instrumentation, none of the HEAO, SMH or GRO experiments were designed with B4D11D8 

ray transient studies in mind as the central objectives. The sum total of new 

results presented by the attendees at this Conference surely indicate that direetional 

and spectral gamma ray transient studies are maturing to the point where definitive 

studies will soon be justified. Perhaps, after not too many years, we may meet 

again with specific research programs having the systematic, high-resolution 

spectroscopic study of gamma ray transients as the primary scientific goal. 
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ftpre 2 - fte tlM hlltory of the 1979 March 5 tralllleat .. obla~ with the 

CSFC-IIPI-UM .... 01' oa the 1111-3 apeea probe. rolloria. the _truel, 

h1ab-lateulty .p:lU of "1'1 brief ~l'Itloat thel'l an 1'lauJ,al'1y 

p.notic 'uture. of COIIpOUDd atructure that occur e .. r, 8 .ecoau 
with __ tODicllly decr ... 1a1 lat_ity. 

lipre 31- The ouet of the hlab int_ity portloa of the 1979 March 5 tru.1eat. 

A tl. coutant of 1 ... than 0.2 1I1llllecoad i. inferred fl'Oll the 

incr .... of two ord.n of _pi tude from near bac'karound to ... entillly 

full 1ateulty within a r •• olutioa time of 1 aUll1econd. (lD tlda 

1aatru.at the tiM to acc..ulata 64 photona 18 recor... to 1 .ec 

accuracy; the Ur.t eaveral read1np are in fact l-.ac and 2 __ ec 

accU1lU1atiou). TIlle s 1 •• c full r18e in tha on.et aha,. i .... n 

witb each of .everll independently in.trUMnt.d .en.or. on 1511-3. 

Pilure 3b - Dltella of the hiah lntauity portion of the 1979 Karch 5 trCllieat, 

.. ob.erved with the He110.-2 ,elllor. A maJ.111U11 .11ahtly above the 

1a1t1al ri •• 11 ob,erved about 20 •• c after olllet. Th. int_ity 

decay followlnl "Xlmua 1. rou&hly monotonic, but appura to have 

en inltlal "" 100 _ec interval obeylnl a "" 150 .. ec exponential time 

coutant, followed by a 'teeper alope of "" 35 •• c tl .. conatant. 

P11ure 3c - The fint 22 cycl .. of tb. March 5 event, plotted on an 8.00-.. concl 

per period ba.1I, wlth the event ouet cho.en .. _ro of tl., folded 

wlth an increa.inl nWllb.r of cyc1 .. per plot. The inltially 1Iraer 

mirE-ME - - "< 
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peak ."..1'8 ataUatlc&U), coulataat with a poaitl_ at COUtallt 

""e' to withiD 1 HCODd, )'lal4iDa aD avera. ,.1'104 of 8.00 10.05 

MconU. A w.r/a., 1aitial1)' ...u.r ifttarpula. a"ean to nuia 

ill phas. with the iatau .... t apfJr.a. 

I'1pra 4 - 1'b. 8Oare. fWd .rror Itox for til. 1979 Jlarch 5 tr .... 1aat .. dataraiaa4 

b)' tha a1aa-apacacraft iatarplaatar" .. __ rAJ bant utwork (I .... 

• t al., 1980). plottad 08 the .. rAJ aurfac. bdahtn •• a contour .p 

of tha .49 and (149) raJ101l, .. ob.enad with tha HIAO-I hiah .. 

r .. o1ut101l 1_lar (Helfand and Loa.. 1979). tha contour 1.val. 

corraapond to 0.025, 0.1,0.1. 0.4 and 0.62 countl «l'xl,).)-l. No 

a-ray point .oul'ca h .. been r .. olvad. the chan.a ia x-ray intan.lty 

froa .hortly bafol'. t~ .av.ral daya aftar Much 5 avant va. GxlO-12 el'l 

.. 2 -1 12 ca •• c ,and the point .OUR. uppal' llmlt 1a also _ 2xlO" al'l 

ca-2 •• c-1, or ...to-9 tbat of tha tranaiant lta.1f. lndapltldant of 

dutanc. (Helfand and Lonl, 1979). Th. implied 1W11nodty at 55 kpc 18 

<4xl045 11'1 .. c -1, two ordll'. of -anitud. below that of a typ1ca1 

pul.atina binary x-I'ay aoure •• 
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